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One and One Only

Today’s programme looks at the number one, both its importance in counting and as used in a 

variety of poems.

Poems
   Because of Number One

   I’ll tell you something funny –

   The strangest thing under the sun.

   There’s never an end to numbers

   Because of Number One.

   You think you’re clever when you count to twenty –

   But then there’s twenty-one.

   So on you go, and thirty comes

   And then comes thirty-one!

   You reach a hundred!  Then you think

   That’s all your counting done.

   But no!  A little voice inside

   Says, “Now a hundred-and-one!”

   You reach a thousand!  Number One

   Insists on going on.

   You’re worn out.  A million comes:

   But there’s still “A million-and-one.”

   The person who caused all this trouble

   (When I could be out having fun).

   Is the man who lived in the dim distant past

   And invented Number One!

            

  By Paul Gibney

   Numberless

   If all the numbers in the world were

   rubbed out,

   removed,

   taken away;

   I wouldn’t know how old I was,

   I wouldn’t know the time of day,

   I wouldn’t know which bus to catch,

   I wouldn’t know the number of goals I had scored,

   I wouldn’t know how many scoops of ice cream I had,
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   I wouldn’t know my phone number,

   I wouldn’t know the page on my reading book.

   I wouldn’t know how tall I was,

   I wouldn’t know how much I weighed,

I wouldn’t know how many sides there are in a hexagon,

I wouldn’t know how many days in the month.

I wouldn’t be able to work my calculator.

And I wouldn’t be able to play hide-and-seek!

But I know,

as far as my mum was concerned,

I was still her NUMBER  ONE!

    By Ian Souter

   Dinner Time

   Dinner Time

   I make a house

   Under our table

   Whenever I’m able.

   I’ve got a cooker,

   And some plates –

   Teddy’s hungry

   And he won’t wait.

   I’ve got a telephone

   And some books –

   Sit right down

   And take a look!

   Now it’s tea time

   Mum says stop –

   My dinner’s waiting

   On the table top!

    By Tony Bradman

   One Two Three

   One star to guide them

   Three gifts to lay

   On the dusty stable fl oor, for

   One child in the hay.

   One ox to low there,

   Two donkeys to bray;

   Three wise men to gaze upon

   One child in the hay.

           By Judith Nicholls
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Story

The great day came and Fox knew he would win the competition.  He was number one. 

There was no question about it.  All the animals gathered round.  Fox, Stoat, Vole and Hare lined up.

“Wait for me,” shouted young Tawny Owl.  “Wait for me.”

“But you can’t run,” protested Fox.

“No one said you had to,” said Tawny Owl.  “I can fl y…”

Song
   

 One Finger One Thumb   by Linda Chesterman

 See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words

After the programme

Words for discussion: nought, twins, triplets; the job is ‘vacant’; to ‘apply’ for  a job; a training 

session; to fall headlong; to be ‘off course’.

• What does it mean to be ‘number one’ i.e. the best.

• If appropriate to your class, add ‘0’ to number 1 and discuss what happens 10, 100, 1000, 

10,000 etc.

• Talk about the word a hundred, a thousand, a million (all the lottery fans will know about 

being a ‘millionaire’).

• Look at the poem Numberless and talk about all the everyday things we need numbers for.  

Can they think of some more?

• Ask the class to list some of the things their body has one of – nose, mouth, tongue, head, 

heart etc.

• What important possessions do they have one of e.g. a bed, toothbrush, school bag, 

mummy?

• Talk about their concept of having ones ‘own space’ – what do they like to do on their own 

there?

• Expand this to the need of others to have ‘fi ve minutes peace’ sometimes.

Story Comprehension

• Who thought he was ‘number one’?  (Fox)

• How were the animals going to decide who was to keep the woods safe that year?  (a race 

to see who could get round the woods fastest)

• Who competed?  (Fox, Stoat, Vole, Hare and Tawny Owl)

• What happened to Fox?  (he caught his foot and fell – and then took a short cut.  He 

cheated)

• Who won?  (Hare and Tawny Owl)

• Who would look after the woods?  (Hare by day and Tawny Owl by night)

• How did Fox feel?
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

Maths

Numbers:    Pupils should have opportunities to: read, write and order whole numbers;  

    use the knowledge that the position of a digit indicates its value.

Mathematical Reasoning: Pupils should have opportunities to: recognise simple patterns and  

    relationships and make predictions about them based on experience.

English

Talking and Listening

(expected outcomes): Pupils should develop their ability to: express 

    thoughts and feelings; present ideas and 

    information; think about what they say and how

    they say it: discuss features of language.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to talk with the

    teacher about the ways in which language is     

    written down, identifying phrases, words, 

    patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.
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MATHS
Counting
Sequencing
10, 100, 1000 etc.
Pairs

ENGLISH
Idioms
Figures of speech
Story comprehension
Poetry
Discussion
Pairs

ART
Noah and his Ark

PROGRAMME 2

Cross-Curricular Links


